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Simple Affiliate Sale! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Important: In this guide, I will talk about list building, about sending traffic, dominating 

Google and so much more.  It may be a little too much at first, but I show you exactly how to 

build that list.  

 

You have a giveaway rights to this guide! 

 

Ivana Bosnjak 

http://ivanabosnjak.com  
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LEGAL TERMS 

 

Disclaimer & Terms of Use 

 

The information contained in this material (including, but not limited to any manuals, CDs, recordings, 

MP3s or other content in any format) is based on sources and information reasonably believed to be 

accurate as of the time it was recorded or created. However, this material deals with topics that are 

constantly changing and are subject to ongoing changes related to technology and the marketplace as 

well as legal and related compliance issues. Therefore, the completeness and current accuracy of the 

materials cannot be guaranteed. These materials do not constitute legal, compliance, financial, tax, 

accounting, or related advice. 

 

The end user of this information should therefore use the contents of the materials as a general guideline 

and not as the ultimate source of current information and when appropriate the user should consult their 

own legal, accounting or other advisors. Any case studies, examples, illustrations are not intended to 

guarantee, or to imply that the user will achieve similar results. In fact, your results may vary significantly 

and factors such as your market, personal effort and many other circumstances may and will cause 

results to vary. 

 

The information provided in this report is provided on an "as is" basis without any express or implied 

warranties of any kind whether warranties for a particular purpose or other warranty except as may be 

specifically set forth in the materials or in the site. In particular, the provider of these materials does not 

warrant that any of the information will produce a particular economic result or that it will be successful in 

creating particular marketing or sales results. Those results are your responsibility as the end user of the 

product. In particular, the provider of these materials shall not be liable to user or any other party for any 

damages, or costs, of any character including but not limited to direct or indirect, consequential, special, 

incidental, or other costs or damages. These limitations may be affected by the laws of particular states 

and jurisdictions and as such may be applied in a different manner to a particular user. 
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Hi there, this is Ivana Bosnjak and let me quickly introduce myself.  

 

There are few things you should know about me.  I am not a tech person.  I know the basics 

about HTML, I never did anything in the online marketing industry prior to 2007, and to top it 

off, English is not my first language.   

 

I still make a full time living online.  I built recurring membership sites that generate 5 figure 

monthly sales, and I am doing that while raising two of my kids (now both in school) – 

completely on my own.  

 

So the strategy I am about to show you  made me $1375.85 profits in under 5 days.  Look at 

the dates: 11-04-2008 to 11-08-2008 - whooping $1375.85 in profits…My final total profits 

were well over $5000 – but this is the initial promotion. 
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Keep in mind.  For this particular campaign, I had a very small list of people who needed this 

product.  But that small list was just a small key to set the campaign off and generated those 

sales in a very little time! 

 

So what is one thing that all of us fall for? The “Right Keyword” Persuasion!  Yeah, it is that 

simple!  Certain keywords trigger us to buy. Those keywords are actually already on product 

owner sites, and we are going to “twist” this strategy a bit, that will make us sales.  

 

So what is the group of keywords?  Sale, Discount, promo code, Coupon Code, Free Gift, 

Save 80% and so forth! All of these are buyer driving keywords.  

 

Now if I go over to this site: http://twitterbacklinks.com/ 

 

When I proceed to checkout, I see one thing they have on this site – which is COUPON 

CODE! 

 

 

 

 

Guess what is going to happen when a person tries to buy this product.  In most cases, this 

person will go back to Search engine such as google, and type in keywords such as 

PRODUCT NAME + COUPON CODE! 
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So in this case, it would be twitterbacklinks.com + coupon code, or twitter backlinks 

coupon code or current twitter backlinks coupon code.  

 

That is where our strategy comes in. 

 

First you need to contact this business owner to actually get this coupon.  Try to have it 

available for your affiliate account ONLY.  If possible! 

 

Next step this is ONLY as a guide, and I am 100% confident that the keyword tool is not 

accurate.  But do this step anyways.  

 

Check out search volume for those keywords.  SIDE NOTE: in 95% of cases, it will show 10 

or less sometimes NONE at all , but in my case it proved that this was getting searched at least 

50-100 per day.  

 

If you think these are getting searched for I suggest you come up with variations of search 

terms a potential buyer would search for such as: (put yourself in buyers shoes) 

 

twitterbacklinks.com coupon 

twitterbacklinks.com coupon code 

get a twitter backlinks coupon 

Twitterbacklinks.com Coupon Code 

 

Now, I go to google and type in my keywords, and I am getting suggestion:

 

I am now 100% confident that there is a search volume for those.  Next step, I go to Google 

and type in “Twitter Backlinks Coupon Code” – in quotes.   ONLY 103 pages competing for 

it…YEAH…getting better and better! 
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No I need to post my ad on 4-5 different sites. Optimizing for 4-5 different phrases.  

 

So I could go and create: 

 Bloggers blog 

 Maybe WF classifieds Ad 

 Us Free Ads.com 

 Post a short ad on my site if I have one 

 

Basically you will now optimize your ad for those keyword phrases.  
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Guess what these two ads are mine  hehehe 
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Now, here is one advanced strategy as well.   

 

If product is popular and you know that people are desperate to get it, you can set up an opt 

in page.  

 

Your page should say – Twitterbacklinks.com is about to release 10% coupon code! To be 

notified, sign up below.  

 

Now, you know, these people are ready to spend money with you.  Once you have them on 

your list, you can promote them relevant offers – again with discount.  

 

I told you this an Easy Simple Affiliate Sale.  Complete time to set it up, 20 min to 2 hours 

max.  Imagine how many you could do.  

 

Ivana Bosnjak 

 

http://ivanabosnjak.com  

 

p.s. one last thing, if you are active in forums, you can also add in this to your signature, so 

more people see it and advertise it.   
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